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ABSTRAK 
Penelitian untuk mengenali tulisan tangan karakter China telah banyak dilakukan secara intensif tetapi masih jauh dari 
yang diharapkan. Kesulitan untuk mendapatkan sistem pengenalan yang handal untuk ini dikarenakan banyaknya varian 
penulisan karakter itu sendiri. Salah satu metoda yang dipakai untuk sistem ini adalah mengunakan Hidden Markov 
Model (HMM). Model lengkap mengenai hal ini juga tidaklah mungkin untuk dikerjakan karena ada ribuan bentuk 
karakter China. Untuk memecahkan masalah ini, karakter China dibagi ke dalam delapan substroke panjang dan ke 
delapan substroke pendek. Kemudian dikembangkan HMM untuk mengenali keenam belas substroke tersebut. Sistem 
dilanjutkan dengan pengenalan karakter China menggunakan basis data yang dikenal dengan kamus yang telah disusun 
berdasarkan sistem lexicograhic. Hasil dari penelitian ini menunjukkan 92.60% karakter China dapat dikenali tanpa 
terlebih dahulu dilatih sebelumnya. Persentasi pengenalan karakter China secara online bahkan mencapai 96%. 
Kata Kunci: Pengenalan Karakter China, Pendekatan Substroke, Hidden Markov Model, HMM 
 
1. Introduction 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) has been proven to be good in solving many domain problems of machine recognition 
such as Speech Recognition [1], American and European Online Character Recognition and Online Character Kanji 
Recognition [3]. Online handwriting recognition is a problem to decode a time sequential pattern of stylus movement. 
This problem can be solved by using HMM which is one of stochastic process that runs in statistic framework. On the 
other hand, applying HMMs to Chinese character is not possible because Chinese character consist of thousand kinds of 
characters include Simplified Chinese Character and Traditional Chinese Character. 
 
In order to solve problem Chinese Handwriting Recognition using HMMs, this paper will divide Chinese character into 
their stroke sequences and substroke approach to HMM base is used to recognize each stroke based on substroke and 
define the Chinese character in a substroke sequences. This paper will investigate and compare not only different 
structure of substroke HMMs but also different kind of length observation sequence to detemine the best structure for 
substroke recognition. In addition, Chinese character Dictionary is performed by using lexicographic sorting so that the 
system can recognize the Chinese character well. Fig. 1 shows the propose system configuration  

.  

 
Figure 1 System Configuration 

 
2. Chinese Handwriting Recognition Algorithm 
2.1 Substroke Approach 
A Chinese character can be defined in a strokes sequences and a stroke is built from many of substrokes. So it is possible 
using this approach to define a Chinese character in a substroke sequence. This approach will classify a stroke based on 
substroke using this following rules : 
• Strokes in Chinese character have length and direction. 
• In writing a Chinese character using stylus and touch pad. There are two conditions, when stylus touches the touch 

pad (stylus down) and stylus leaves the touch pad (stylus up). 
• When stylus down, strokes are classified into eight classification base direction and two classification base length of 

stroke. 
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• When stylus up, there are nine classification based on stylus displacement between strokes before and after stylus 
up. 

 
Figure 2. Substroke Classifications: A-H Are Long Substrokes With Stylus Down, A-H Are Short Substrokes 

With Stylus Down And 0-8 Are The Direction Stylus Up 

2.2 Obtaining Data (Normalization and Classification) 
In this paper, stylus position (x, y) is used as the primary information, which is given by touch pad when writing a 
Chinese character. After finishing the writing on touch pad, that information will be normalized and classified base on 
substroke. Normalization is a process to get relative abscissa and relative ordinate of handwriting Chinese character on 
touch pad. Classification is a process to classify each stroke into substroke classification. Classification will work into 
this following algorithm: 
1. Getting (x0, y0) and (x1, y1) a stroke of Chinese character. 

2. Calculating relative distance between (x0, y0) and (x1, y1) using this following equation .22
yx rrr +=  rx and ry 

means the relative distance for abscissa and ordinate respectively between the two stylus positions. r means the 
Euclidean relative distance between the two stylus positions. 

3. Calculating angle between two stylus position in radian πθπθ ≤≤−∆∆= x),y,(tan-1  
4. Getting direction of stroke and stoke Classifiction are shown at Table 1. 
5. Repeating step 1-4 till all of strokes in a Chinese character finish to be classified. 

 
ρ  is constrictor value for direction center in the form of level of pixel on touch pad. For stylus down classification, 
relative distance and direction of stroke is needed. If long condition is true then strokes will be classified with capital 
letter otherwise with lower case letter. Hence, the process of normalization and classification will produce strokes data 
which consist of classification label, character label, relative abscissa, relative ordinate and all of coordinates of stylus 
movement. 

Table 1. Rules to Determine Direction of Stroke and Stroke Classification 

 
2.3 Data Processing 
The purpose of data processing is to produce observations data which consist of classification label, character label and 
observation sequence. An observation sequence consist of ( )θ,r , where r is the Euclidean distance relative between the 
two stylus positions and θ  represents a velocity vector of the stylus. This feature vector will be fed to HMM as a 
training data. 
 
2.4 Substroke HMMs 
We use 16 substroke HMMs of eight directions as shown in Fig.2; eight long substrokes (A-H) and eight short substrokes 
(a-h). The substroke HMMs are using left right model shown in Fig.2. Let ( )πλ ,, BA=  be a substroke HMM parameter, 
in which: 

{ }ijaA = , :ija  The state transition probability distribution from state iS  to state .jS  
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( ){ }tj obB = , ( ):tj ob  The probability distributions of observation symbol to  at state .jS  

{ }iππ = , :iπ  The initial state probability distributions. 
The observation probability distribution is represented by a −M mixture of Gaussian distributions : 
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µµ with jkµ  is the mean vector, jkΣ  is the covariance matrix  

and jkc  is the mixture coefficient. This model parameter will be trained by Segmental K-Means [1][2] algorithm to get a 
reasonable initial estimate of the models and will be trained till convergent by Baum-Welch algorithm. 

 
Figure 3. Left right model a substroke HMM 

2.5 Chinese Character Dictionary 
Chinese character dictionary consists of many Chinese characters and its definition in the form of substroke sequence. 
All of Chinese character will be ordered by definition using lexicographic ordering. This dictionary form can be looked 
at Table 2. 

Table 2. Chinese Character Dictionary 
Chinese Character Definition 

四 A0G4G0A4F2g0a 
口 A0G5A4G 
画 A6A0g5A4A4G4G4G0A3G 
口 A6A3G4G 
同 G3A0G0d3E8g3a0g5a 
四 G3A6A3G4F2g0a 

 
In our current dictionary, 10 Chinese characters are defined using 100 definitions. The dictionary is a hand made, so it is 
possible that it includes wrong definition and cause recognition error. 
 
2.6 Substroke Recognition 
Let an observation sequences ,,,, 211 T

T oooo L=  [ ]ttt ro θ,=  is a time sequential feature of handwriting, which is 
produced from a stroke. In order to recognize this observation sequences as substroke long or short, the probability is 
estimated for all substroke HMMs, and maximum probability from selected substroke HMM denote the recognition 
result. The above probability is calculated effectively by the Forward Algorithm[1]. 

2.7 Character Recognition 
In character recognition, there are two main processes: 
• Decode handwriting into substroke sequence. The decode processes work as following step: 

o Get stroke sequence of handwriting using stylus and touch pad. 
o Classify each stylus displacement when stylus up. 
o Recognize each stroke based on substroke using substroke HMMs. 

• Search the character that has substroke sequence exactly the same as the result of the decoded handwriting. 
 
3. Experiment and Result 
On experiment, 21 people were asked to write a set of Chinese character that had been prepared to obtain data. The result 
of obtaining data is divided into two set, set A and set B. Set A is from 16 people and used to training HMM, while Set B 
is from 5 people and not used to training HMM. 

3.1 Training HMM 
In this paper, we do investigation by producing many of set HMM that had been trained from different length of 
observations data and number of Gaussians (mixture). The set HMM will be evaluated at substroke recognition 
experiment. The variation of mixture is 1 and 2, while length of observation sequences is 4, 5 and 7. So with that 
combination, experiment training HMM will produce 6 HMM set. Each HMM set will consist of 16 substroke HMMs. 
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3.2 Substroke Recognition 
In this experiment, six HMM sets that had been produce from training HMM will be evaluated. Evaluation will be 
conducted using each HMM set to recognize observation sequence with length 4, 5 and 7. Those observation sequence 
will be produce from set A and set B. This experiment will be conducted separately for set A and set B. 
From the experiment, there are three results : Success, Error Acceptance, and Error Non Acceptance. Success means the 
substroke recognition is pass, Error Acceptance means substroke recognition is fail but the fail is because long substroke 
is recognized as short substroke and Error Non Acceptance means substroke recognition is fail. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show 
recognition results from set A and set B respectively. 
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Figure 3. Substroke Recognition Result from Set A 
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Figure 4. Substroke Recognition Result from Set B 

 
In order to get a good analysis, two statistics test were perform to substroke recognition result. First is paired t-test and 
second is oneway ANOVA. From the statistic test, there are three analysis can be provided: 
• Number of mixture doesn’t give a significant difference of recognition result. In this case, HMM set with mixture 1 

and HMM set with mixture 2. 
• HMM set only can give a good recognition result, if the observation sequence has the same length as the observation 

sequence’s length that had been used to train the HMM set. 
• HMM is good to model sequential pattern, but fail to recognize complex pattern. In this case, the method is good to 

recognize the direction of substroke, but fails to recognize the length of substroke (long substroke recognizes as 
short substoke and vice versa). 

 
This experiment shows that, the best recognition rate for success, from set A is 91.31% and from set B is 92.60%. Table 
4 shows the best recognition result for success, error acceptance, and error non acceptance from set A and set B. 

Table 4. The Best Substroke Recognition Result 
Result Set A Set B 

Success 91.31 92.607 
Error Acceptance 6.287 5.848 

Error Non Acceptance 2.403 1.545 

3.3 Character Recognition 
Character Recognition experiment will be run in the following scenarios: 
• Experiment will recognize only ten characters that had been well defined in dictionary. i.e. 口, 四, 可, 同, 直, 回, 木, 

画, 果, and 来. Each character will have ten definitions. Table 5. shows the definition of character 画 (huà) in 
dictionary. 

• Each character will be tested five times by five people. Each people will write in free stroke order and recognition 
will be done it by online. 

 

Table 5. Definition of Character 画 (huà) 
Character No. Definition 

1 A5A0G4g3A4g5A5G0A3G 
2 A5A5G0A4A4G2G4G0A3G 
3 A5A5G2G4A4G5A4G0A3G 
4 A5A5G2G4A4g5a4G0A3G 
5 A5A6A3G4A4G4G4G0A3G 
6 A5G3A0G4A4G5A4G0A3G 
7 A5G3a0G4A4G5A5G0A3G 
8 A5a0g4g3A4g5A5G0A3G 
9 A5g3A6A4a4g2g4G0A3G 

画 
10 A6A0g5A4A4G4G4G0A3G 
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Some handwritings fail to recognize because the definition is not defined in dictionary. The overall result of the 
recognition was 96% or 48 out of 50 testing data is recognized. 
 
4. Conclusion 
From the conducted experiment and evaluation, some conclusions can be remarked:  
• The number of mixture doesn’t give a significant difference of recognition result. 
• The best substroke recognition result came from HMM set with number of mixture 2 and trained with observation 

sequence with length 4 to recognize observation sequence with the same length. 
• Handwriting recognition fails because the definition could not be found at the dictionary and can be solved by 

adding more definition in dictionary. 
 

In the next research, an effort should be taken to handle cursive handwriting, and the dictionary will be repaired so it can 
perform better and efficient to recognize cursive handwriting. 
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